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Benefit to the larger group listening to the audio afterwards
Haven’t been so active in GC lately - connect with the spirit/approach
Curious about this “conduct-thing” :)
Want to “get it”
About how I show up in the world - working on a new updated webpage - reminded by Angeles Arrien - 
show up and be fully present

Fear
Missed part of the transfer-in - how does that affect
Be restless during the workshop, much new coming up in my work/life
Fear I don’t hear you so good Nancy, connection
Low energy today, tired but present







Conduct is about integrity, something genuine!

Your conduct is not in order to please 
someone or to receive benefits. It comes 
from within, it is genuine.
It frees you from the burden to judge if a 
person “deserves it or not”. Because that is 
deep water…:)

Conduct is about action consistently over time. What path are your feet walking?
“Don’t listen to the words coming out of their mouth, watch where their feet are 
going.”  ~ Ward Williams





















● Reflection takes time <3
● Conduct is leadership in action
● How I show up in the world
● My life time homework is to strengthen my leadership by showing up/be present, taking a stand and 

communicate in a powerful way. So maybe my conduct is how I “do leadership” :) 
● Knowing when to step in and when to step back and allow others to shine - sometimes the action is 

not visible
● Learning what leadership is for others expands my awareness of my own leadership

Conduct is work and practice.
It is not what I want it to be or pretend but what it is. It is what it 
is, and I can work on it and develop it according to my values. 


